BEACH VIBES

Had a blast on vacation to the Bahamas! So fun!
As you review the wealth of creative products and ideas in this catalog, I am positive that your creativity will be sparked to create new, beautiful things of your own! Sparking that creativity in others is a big part of what we are about. Creativity is restorative. It can be an amazing avenue for self-discovery and self-expression. That’s why I believe everyone should be given the opportunity to express themselves creatively.

If you’re not sure where to start, then I encourage you to talk to your Close To My Heart Consultant. Your Consultant can help you know the perfect project to start on. If you already have a good feel for your creative ability, then consider becoming a Consultant to help others discover their creativity, too. There is a great deal of joy and satisfaction to be found in showing others how to unlock their creative potential—join us and see for yourself!

With love,

Jeanette R. Lynton  |  FOUNDER & CEO

our mission

We show you how to celebrate relationships through discovering your creativity, to preserve and share the moments that matter most.
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CORE PRODUCTS CATALOG
Find more products including cardstock, stamp pads, adhesive, paper trimmers, tools, stamp sets, and much, much more in our Core Products Catalog. View this catalog online at www.closetomyheart.com or ask your Consultant for a copy!

THIN CUTS COMPATIBLE
When you see stamp images highlighted in a colored shape, that stamp image fits onto a corresponding Thin Cuts die-cut shape. Many Thin Cuts can be purchased together with the corresponding stamp image, but some are sold separately.
Subscribe to Faster, Simpler, Easier Creativity

Exclusive card or layout kits delivered directly to your door. Learn more at closetomyheart.com/craft-with-heart.
With elegant, timeless designs, the Yesterday & Today collection will add depth and beauty to all your crafting projects. Use this collection of papers and coordinating items to preserve family memories, send heartfelt cards, or even to create one-of-a-kind décor items.
sticker sheet

Coordinating 12’ x 12’ sticker sheet with titles, accents, and more!

yesterday & today

Choose between two paper packet options, one including a 12” x 12” sticker sheet, and one without.

New Yesterday & Today Paper Packet + Sticker Sheet

$9.95

6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs, and one coordinating sticker sheet; 12” x 12” plus ½” zip strip on paper.

X7254S

New Yesterday & Today Paper Packet

$6.95

6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs; 12” x 12” plus ½” zip strip.

X7254B

© 2019 CTMH CO. ALL DESIGNS ARE ORIGINAL.
New Yesterday & Today Coordinating Cardstock

$9.95
12 sheets; 3 each of Black, French Vanilla, Mink, and Espresso; 12” x 12”.
X7254C

New Yesterday & Today Foil Die-cuts

$5.95
1 sheet of coordinating printed foilboard die-cuts; 10” x 10”.
X7254E

New Yesterday & Today Vellum Die-cuts

$5.95
1 sheet of coordinating printed vellum die-cuts; 10” x 10”.
X7254F

New Yesterday & Today Picture My Life™ Cards

$6.50
24 double-sided pocket cards featuring unique designs, sentiments, and icons. 12 each of 4” x 6” and 3” x 4”. Not all designs shown.
X7254D
artwork tip

Add some shimmer trim in the layers of your artwork for a polished, sparkly touch. For narrower strips of Shimmer Trim, remove the backing from a strip and lightly adhere it directly to your paper trimmer along the cutting path. This will keep it from sliding around and ensure a straight, even cut.

New  Yesterday & Today—Cardmaking (14 stamps)

$14.95  C1828

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002) 2” x 2” (Y1003)

New  Yesterday & Today—Cardmaking Stamp + Thin Cuts

$21.95  Z3658

Includes the My Acrylix® Yesterday & Today—Cardmaking stamp set and 8 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.

© 2020 CTMH CO. All designs are original.
New  Yesterday & Today—Scrapbooking (17 stamps)

$18.95  D1914
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 1” x 6½” (Y1005), 3” x 3” (Y1006), 2” x 6½” (Y1010)

artwork tip
Use the two oval shapes in this Thin Cuts set to create a frame for the cameo silhouettes. Cut the larger oval and stamp with the coordinating stamp image. Next, use the smaller oval die to cut out the center of the large oval, creating a frame. Layer the frame over a second oval and add the cameo image to complete this accent.

New  Yesterday & Today—Scrapbooking Stamp + Thin Cuts

$30.95  Z3700
Includes the My Acrylix® Yesterday & Today—Scrapbooking stamp set and 7 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
Use the Yesterday & Today scrapbooking workshop kit to create three coordinating 12” x 12” two-page layouts. The workshop kit includes exclusive die-cuts and wood shapes, along with assembly instructions that guide you in optional distressing techniques using alcohol markers and sponging. You’ll also learn how to create and assemble two styles of flowers.

New Yesterday & Today Scrapbooking Workshop Kit

$34.95 – 10% discounted price!
1 – Yesterday & Today Paper Packet + Sticker Sheet (X7254S)
5 – cardstock sheets (2 Espresso, 2 French Vanilla, 1 Linen)
6 – exclusive die-cut sheets; 12” x 12”
1 – set of exclusive wood shapes
1 – sheet of White Pearls (30 pearls)
4 – Top-load 12” x 12” Memory Protectors™
photo placeholders & printed instructions
G1197

New Yesterday & Today Scrapbooking Workshop Kit (without Memory Protectors™)

$29.95 – 10% discounted price!
G1197NP
To complete these projects as shown you’ll also need these supplies:

- Thin 3-D Foam Tape
  - $6.50
  - Z2060, p. 54*

- Glue Dots® Micro Dots
  - $7.50
  - Z2089, p. 54*

- Liquid Glass
  - $8.95
  - Z2829, p. 75*

- Black Journaling Pen (.01)
  - $3.50
  - Z3515, p. 50*

- Espresso Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad (optional)
  - $9.95
  - Z2829, p. 75*

- Toffee Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad (optional)
  - $9.95
  - Z2828, p. 75*

- Earth Brown TriBlend™ Marker (optional)
  - $7.50
  - Z2478, p. 49*

- Round Sponge (optional)
  - $1.50
  - Z697, p. 53*

*in Core Products Catalog

© 2020 CTMH CO. ALL DESIGNS ARE ORIGINAL.
Use the Yesterday & Today cardmaking workshop kit to create 16 cards, four each of four designs. The workshop kit includes an exclusive B-size stamp set with coordinating Thin Cuts, as well as assembly instructions with tips for achieving an antique effect using heat embossing.

New  Yesterday & Today Cardmaking Workshop Kit

$29.95 – 10% discounted price!
1 – exclusive stamp + Thin Cuts*
2 – Yesterday & Today sheets
3 – cardstock sheets (2 French Vanilla, 1 Mink)
2 – Kraft Paper sheets
1 – Mink Twine (Z4221)
16 – white card bases & envelopes
printed instructions
G1199

recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003)
* die-cutting machine required for Thin Cuts; see p. 4 of Core Products Catalog
Additional supplies needed:

Toffee Exclusive Inks™
Stamp Pad
$9.95
Z2828, p. 75*

Espresso Exclusive Inks™
Stamp Pigment Pad
$9.95
Z8003, p. 75*

Round Sponge
$1.50
Z697, p. 53*

Thin 3-D Foam Tape
$6.50
Z2060, p. 54*

Silver Super Fine Embossing Powder
$5.95
Z2067, p. 52*

Glue Dots® Micro Dots
$7.50
Z2089, p. 54*

Anti-static Pouch
$8.95
Z4220, p. 52*

Heat Tool
$34.95
Z4252, p. 52*

*in Core Products Catalog
Set sail on a crafting adventure with the Seas the Day paper collection as your guide! This light-hearted collection features designs that are great for adding color and texture to a variety of projects. Reel in even more fun with coordinating die-cuts, dots, stamp sets, and more!
Choose between two paper packet options, one including a 12” x 12” sticker sheet, and one without.

**New Seas the Day Paper Packet + Sticker Sheet**

$9.95

6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs, and one coordinating sticker sheet; 12” x 12” plus ¼” zip strip on paper.

X7255S

**New Seas the Day Paper Packet**

$6.95

6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs; 12” x 12” plus ¼” zip strip.

X7255B
New  Seas the Day Coordinating Cardstock
$9.95
12 sheets, 2 each of Canary, Linen, Mink, Mint, Peach, Sapphire; 12” x 12”.
X7255C

New  Seas the Day Die-cuts
$4.95
1 sheet of coordinating printed chipboard die-cuts; 6” x 12”.
X7255G

New  Seas the Day Dots
$3.95
72 adhesive-backed dots in three colors; 4mm, 6mm, 8mm.
X7255F

New  Seas the Day Picture My Life™ Cards
$6.50
24 double-sided pocket cards featuring unique designs, sentiments, and icons. 12 each of 4” x 6” and 3” x 4”. Not all designs shown.
X7255D
artwork tip
Tear along the edge of a piece of cardstock to create a unique ocean wave effect! By tearing, you'll expose the white core of the paper in an organic, free-form line. This effect looks especially great when layered or when glimpsed through a shaker window porthole!

New  Seas the Day—Cardmaking (20 stamps)
$14.95  C1827
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 2” x 3½” (Y1009)

New  Seas the Day—Cardmaking Stamp + Thin Cuts
$22.95  Z3659
Includes the My Acrylix® Seas the Day—Cardmaking stamp set and 8 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
New  Seas the Day—Scrapbooking (18 stamps)
$18.95  D1913
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 3” x 3” (Y1006), 2” x 3½” (Y1009), 5” x 6” (Y1015)

New  Seas the Day—Scrapbooking Stamp + Thin Cuts
$28.95  Z3701
Includes the My Acrylix® Seas the Day—Scrapbooking stamp set and 6 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
Use the Seas the Day scrapbooking workshop to create two 12” x 12” single pages and two 12” x 12” two-page layouts. The workshop kit includes exclusive die-cuts and red acrylic shapes, along with assembly instructions that guide you in an optional embellishing technique using Stickles™ glitter gel.

**New Seas the Day Scrapbooking Workshop Kit**

$34.95 – 10% discounted price!

- 1 – Seas the Day Paper Packet + Sticker Sheet (X7255S)
- 5 – cardstock sheets (1 Charcoal, 1 Peach, 1 Sapphire, 2 White Daisy)
- 6 – exclusive die-cut sheets; 12” x 12”
- 1 – set of exclusive red acrylic shapes
- 1 – sheet of Seas the Day Dots (36 dots)
- 4 – Top-load 12” x 12” Memory Protectors™ photo placeholders & printed instructions

G1198

**New Seas the Day Scrapbooking Workshop Kit (without Memory Protectors™)**

$29.95 – 10% discounted price!

G1198NP
To complete these projects as shown you’ll also need these supplies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Journaling Pen (.01)</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>Z3515, p. 50*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin 3-D Foam Tape</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td>Z2060, p. 54*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-D Foam Tape</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td>Z1151, p. 54*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glue Dots® Micro Dots</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>Z2089, p. 54*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Stickles™ Glitter Gel</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>Z3562, p. 50*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*in Core Products Catalog
Use the Seas the Day cardmaking workshop kit to create 16 cards, four each of four designs. The workshop kit includes an exclusive B-size stamp set with coordinating Thin Cuts, as well as assembly instructions featuring three stamping techniques.

**New** Seas the Day Cardmaking Workshop Kit

$29.95 – 10% discounted price!

1 – exclusive stamp + Thin Cuts*
2 – Seas the Day sheets
5 – cardstock sheets (1 Mint, 1 Sapphire, 1 Smoothie, 2 White Daisy)
1 – White Ribbon (Z4196)
16 – white card bases & envelopes
printed instructions

G1200

recommends blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 2” x 3½” (Y1009)

* die-cutting machine required for Thin Cuts; see p. 4 of Core Products Catalog
Additional supplies needed:

- **Mink Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad**
  - $9.95
  - Z2825, p. 75*

- **Sapphire Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad**
  - $9.95
  - Z2848, p. 74*

- **Smoothie Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad**
  - $9.95
  - Z2896, p. 74*

- **Thin 3-D Foam Tape**
  - $6.50
  - Z2060, p. 54*

- **Glue Dots® Mini Dots**
  - $7.50
  - Z341, p. 54*

*in Core Products Catalog
mix-in

Expand your creative options with the mix-in papers, designed to coordinate seamlessly with the other paper collections in this catalog. Use these carefully selected cardstock sheets and patterned papers to introduce new colors and designs to either paper collection, adapting them to any theme or occasion.

**artwork tip**
Because the Mix-in paper coordinates with the other paper collections in this catalog, they can also be used together with embellishments and accents from those collections! In addition to Mix-in papers, this harmonious layout features papers and stickers from both the Yesterday & Today and the Seas the Day collections.

**New Mix-in Paper Packet**
$6.95
6 sheets, 1 each of 6 double-sided designs; 12” x 12” plus ½” zip strip.
X9013

**New Mix-in Coordinating Cardstock**
$5.95
6 sheets, 1 each of Smoothie, Peach, Sapphire, Lilac, Mint, and Canary; 12” x 12”.
X9014
my acrylix® stamp sets
Create interactive spinner cards featuring an intricate cuckoo clock by pairing the Around the Clock Stamp + Thin Cuts set with the Card Front Spinner Thin Cuts! The peekaboo doors on the cuckoo clock die-cut pull open to reveal stamped words, birds, or other images that can be added to the spinner wheel. To save space on your card front for longer sentiments, simply leave off the clock counterweight pieces.

Coordinates with Card Front Spinner Thin Cuts (sold separately; $26.95, Z3626)

**artwork tip**

**New** Around the Clock (39 stamps)

$18.95 D1917

Recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 1” x 6½” (Y1005)

**New** Around the Clock Stamp + Thin Cuts

$31.95 Z3708

Includes the My Acrylix® Around the Clock stamp set and 13 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
New  Blossoming Friendship (15 stamps)

$18.95    D1916

recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 2" x 6½" (Y1010), 5" x 6" (Y1015)

New  Blossoming Friendship Stamp + Thin Cuts

$31.95    Z3707

Includes the My Acrylix® Blossoming Friendship stamp set and 7 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
artwork tip

Add a shimmery layer of Stickles™ Glitter Gel over your watercolor paints for a beautiful, eye-catching accent. Glitter gel is used to emphasize the bow on this adorable rabbit, and to add dimension to the cross. Find our selection of Stickles™ glitter gel on p. 50 of our Core Products Catalog.
New  Fairy Tale Magic (17 stamps)

$14.95  C1832
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 1” x 6½” (Y1005), 3” x 3” (Y1006), 2” x 6½” (Y1010)

New  Fairy Tale Magic Stamp + Thin Cuts

$18.95  Z3704
Includes the My Acrylix® Fairy Tale Magic stamp set and 1 metal die to cut the shape shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
artwork tip
Add extra magic to your shaker windows by including small stamped icons like the horseshoe, gem, and clover found in the Unicorn Dreams stamp set. Thanks to the coordinating Thin Cuts dies, it’s easy to trim out these shapes and add them to the window with other filler items like sequins and the new Silver Star Confetti ($5.95, Z2900, p. 46).

New Unicorn Dreams (21 stamps)
$14.95 C1833
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3¼” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 3” x 3” (Y1006)

New Unicorn Dreams Stamp + Thin Cuts
$22.95 Z3706
Includes the My Acrylix® Unicorn Dreams stamp set and 6 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
New  Fly-by Greetings (16 stamps)

$14.95  C1830

recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 5" x 6" (Y1015)

Coordinates with Card Front Spinner Thin Cuts (sold separately, $26.95, Z3626)

artwork tip
The Fly-by Greetings set is designed to work with the Card Front Spinner Thin Cuts to create an interactive card brimming with congratulatory sentiments! Add extra shine and texture to the scene by adding white embossing powder. Our embossing pens allow for greater control and precision when adding powder to fill in outline stamps. Find the embossing powder, embossing pens, and other tools on p. 52 of our Core Products Catalog.
New  Let the Good Times Roll (27 stamps)
$18.95  D1915
recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3⅜" (Y1002),
2" x 2" (Y1003), 1" x 6⅜" (Y1005), 5" x 6" (Y1015)

New  Let the Good Times Roll Stamp + Thin Cuts
$25.95  Z3705
Includes the My Acrylix® Let the Good Times Roll stamp set
and 6 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with
your favorite die-cutting machine.
DEEPEST CONDOLENCES...

WITH SYMPATHY... THINKING OF YOU...

Those we love can never be more than a thought away, for as long as there's a memory they live in our hearts to stay.

May you find comfort in loving memories, strength in the support of those who care, and hope in each new day.

New With Heartfelt Sympathy (9 stamps)
$18.95 D1919
recommended blocks: 1' x 3½" (Y1002), 3' x 3" (Y1006), 2' X 3½" (Y1009)

At this difficult time...

I wish I COULD TAKE all this pain and sorrow FROM YOU, but for now I will offer my HAND to HOLD and my SHOULDER to LEAN UPON.

Wishing you peace and comfort, the courage to face the days ahead, and loving memories to hold forever in your heart.

Thank you for your kind expression of sympathy at a time when it was most needed.

product tip
The My Acrylix® With Heartfelt Sympathy stamp set is designed to help you find the right words for difficult situations. With some sentiments for the fronts of your cards and others suited for the inside, this stamp set will ensure that you’re ready with words of comfort in times of need.
artwork tip

Bring the beautiful oak tree to life by coloring with watercolor pencils, which allow for exceptionally detailed coloring. Go over your colored design lightly with a waterbrush for a watercolor look.

Mighty Oak (9 stamps)
$14.95  C1829
recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2’ x 2’ (Y1003), 2” x 3½” (Y1009), 5” x 6” (Y1015)

Mighty Oak Stamp + Thin Cuts
$21.95  Z3702
Includes the My Acrylix® Mighty Oak stamp set and 1 metal die to cut the shape shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.

New  Mighty Oak (9 stamps)
$14.95  C1829

New  Mighty Oak Stamp + Thin Cuts
$21.95  Z3702
Wild and Free (9 stamps)

$18.95    D1918

recommended blocks: 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 3" x 3" (Y1006), 5" x 6" (Y1015)

Wild and Free Thin Cuts (no stamp)

$18.95    Z3712

Wild and Free Stamp + Thin Cuts

$36.95    Z3709

Includes the My Acrylix® Wild and Free stamp set and 6 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.

New    Wild and Free Stamp + Thin Cuts

$36.95    Z3709

Includes the My Acrylix® Wild and Free stamp set and 6 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.

New    Wild and Free Thin Cuts (no stamp)

$18.95    Z3712
New  Dreams Take Flight (11 stamps)
$14.95    C1831
recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 1" x 6½" (Y1005), 2" x 3½" (Y1009)

New  Dreams Take Flight Stamp + Thin Cuts
$21.95    Z3703
Includes the My Acrylix® Dreams Take Flight stamp set and 4 metal dies to cut the shapes shown here. Use with your favorite die-cutting machine.
homemade with love
you're never more than a loving thought away

i can't thank you enough (but i won't stop trying)

JUST A LITTLE NOTE TO SAY I THINK YOU'RE pretty amazing

wishing you everything happy

life is sweeter when shared with a friend like you

WANTED YOU TO KNOW YOU'RE in my prayers

people like you make the world pretty great

New Sentiments & Stitches (14 stamps)

$14.95  C1835
recommended blocks: 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 2" x 3½" (Y1009)
New  For the Graduate (11 stamps)

$14.95  C1836

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 1” x 6½” (Y1005), 2” x 3½” (Y1009)

New  After the Rain (1 stamp)

$3.95  M1268

recommended block: 2” x 2” (Y1003)
New Spreading Sunshine (14 stamps)
$14.95    C1817
recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 1" x 6½" (Y1005), 2" x 3½" (Y1009)

New A Little Sentiment (9 stamps)
$7.95    A1244
recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002)

© 2020 CTMH CO. ALL DESIGNS ARE ORIGINAL.
New Birthday Hugs & Kisses (9 stamps)

$7.95  A1247

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 3” x 3” (Y1006)

New Birthday Banners (14 stamps)

$14.95  C1837

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 1” x 6½” (Y1005), 2” x 6½” (Y1010)

artwork tip

Make your sentiments pop with a colorful watercolor wash. This can be achieved either with watercolor paints or a swipe across an ink pad with a Small Round Waterbrush. Either way, be sure to use swift, light strokes to avoid curling or warping on your paper. Find our selection of waterbrushes and watercolor products on p. 48 of our Core Products Catalog!
The These Are My People 6” x 8” Cut Above® kit gives you pre-printed base pages with die-cuts and stickers for creating an entire album focused on the people who bring joy to your life. The kit also includes a custom SVG file you can use to decorate the cover of your completed album. Ask your Consultant for more details about a discounted workshop bundle including the These Are My People collection and other materials for creating additional artwork.

**New** These Are My People Cut Above® Kit

CC3201

Starting March 1, ask your Consultant for additional details, including how to get this kit and other These Are My People items in discounted product bundles!

**New** These Are My People Coordinating Cardstock

$9.95

12 sheets, 2 each of Carolina, Sapphire, Peach, Smoothie, Saffron, and Green Apple; 12” x 12”.

CC3204

Celebrate all of the special people in your life with the These Are My People collection, featuring a 6” x 8” Cut Above® Kit as well as coordinating stamps and papers. This collection will be available as a special promotion beginning March 1.
New Love These People (16 stamps)
$18.95  CC3205
recommended blocks: 1" x 1" (Y1000), 1" x 3½" (Y1002), 2" x 2" (Y1003), 3" x 3" (Y1006), 2" x 3½" (Y1009)

New These Are My People Paper Packet + Sticker Sheet
$9.95  CC3202
6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs, and 1 coordinating sticker sheet; 12" x 12" plus ½" zip strip on paper.

New These Are My People Paper Packet
$6.95  CC3203
6 sheets, 2 each of 3 double-sided designs; 12" x 12" plus ½" zip strip.
Finish What You’ve Started

Take crafting projects from “started” to finished using the all-new Everyday Moments collection. This collection features several fully-designed scrapbook layouts and cards in a variety of sizes and styles, making it easy to complete an entire project in a single sitting.

Get even more creative by using selected elements from a project to create something else! For example, the card shown here was made using elements from the scrapbook layout above!

This collection is available exclusively through your Close To My Heart Consultant. Visit your Consultant’s website and click the Cricut® icon to purchase this and all of our other Cricut® collections.
Here you can see a few completed projects from the Cricut® Everyday Moments collection. You can also see how many individual design elements go into creating these projects! View more by visiting your Consultant’s website and clicking the Cricut® icon.
thin cuts & embossing

Cut shapes quickly and easily using our Thin Cuts metal dies. Thin Cuts come packaged on a magnetic carrier sheet for convenient storage and work well with most die-cutting machines.

New Classic Alphabet Thin Cuts (39 dies)

$89.95
Use these metal dies with your favorite papers to create dimensional titles, sentiments, names, and more! 1½” tall. Shown at 40% of actual size.

Z3655
New Under the Sea Embossing Folder

$9.95

Easily add an embossed pattern to your paper and cards by pairing them with this folder and an embossing machine. Embossed area: 5’ x 7”. Folder size: 5¼” x 7¼”. Works well with most embossing machines. Shown at 75% of actual size.

Z3660
embellishments

New Silver Star Confetti
$5.95
Loose star-shaped confetti; 3 mm.
Z2900

New Seashell Sequins
$4.95
64 adhesive-backed sequins in four colors; 13mm x 14mm.
Z2901

Shimmer Brushes
$5.50
Use to add shimmer to your artwork.
- Peach Z3661 New
- Toffee Z3662 New
New Family Legacy (17 stamps)

$18.95  S2003  Spend $50 and purchase for $5

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3¼” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 3” x 3” (Y1006), 2” x 3½” (Y1009)

ONLY AVAILABLE MARCH 1–31, 2020

stamp of the month
**Stamp of the Month**

ONLY AVAILABLE APRIL 1—30, 2020

New  O-fish-ally Awesome  (37 stamps)

$18.95  S2004  Spend $50 and purchase for $5

recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 2” x 3½” (Y1009), 5” x 6” (Y1015)
Follow Close To My Heart's social media channels for more great artwork made using the products in this catalog. We'll be featuring the primary paper collections in the months shown below. Search the hashtags to find artwork inspiration for that paper collection. Add the hashtag to your own posts to share your artwork, too!

March: Yesterday & Today
#ctmyesterdayandtoday

April: Seas The Day
#ctmhseastheday

COPYRIGHT
The copyright in this Close To My Heart catalog is held by CTMH Co. and is protected under United States and international copyright laws. Designs displayed herein are copyright of CTMH Co. Reproduction of this publication is prohibited and is a violation of applicable copyright law.

Users of Close To My Heart stamps have a limited, non-exclusive license to reproduce the copyrighted stamp designs only by hand stamping. Close To My Heart permits the sale of hand-stamped artwork in accordance with Close To My Heart's angel policy, which can be found through a link near the bottom of the website, www.closetomyheart.com, or obtained from a Close To My Heart Consultant. Photocopying, scanning, or any other mechanical or electronic means of reproducing a stamp design or other proprietary designs featured in this idea book and catalog is prohibited.

CLOSE TO MY HEART INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS
Close To My Heart sells the products featured in this catalog exclusively through Close To My Heart Independent Consultants. All Close To My Heart Consultants are independent contractors and are not employees or agents of Close To My Heart. If you have any questions about your order or Close To My Heart products, first contact your Consultant.

In the event you need to contact Close To My Heart directly, the following means of contact are available:

Telephone: 888-655-6552 (toll-free)
Internet: www.closetomyheart.com
Email: CTMHOffice@closetomyheart.com

1199 West 700 South, Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

CLOSE TO MY HEART GUARANTEE & EXCHANGE POLICY
Close To My Heart guarantees its stamps and products to be free from manufacturing defects for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase, and will repair or replace any defective products within that period free of charge. Please inspect your stamps and products immediately upon receipt. Please contact Close To My Heart directly about a no-cost exchange of defective products. Close To My Heart will exchange any non-defective product if it is returned unused and in resalable condition within 90 days of purchase. Standard shipping fees apply for the replacement order.

SUBSTITUTIONS
Close To My Heart reserves the right to update specifications or substitute a product of similar function, quality, and value for a product which has been discontinued or which has changed. Products featured in this catalog are available while supplies last.

PRICING
All prices indicated herein are suggested retail prices. Prices do not include sales tax. All orders have an additional shipping/handling fee. Prices are subject to change.

MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of volume, length, and weight indicated herein are in US customary units, unless metric units are specified. An approximate conversion of US customary units to metric units is as follows: 1 inch (") = 25.4 mm; 12" = 305 mm; 1 yard (3 feet) = 0.91 m; 1 US fluid ounce = 29.6 ml

TRADEMARKS
The following trademarks are registered in the United States and Canada and are owned by CTMH Co.: Close To My Heart, CTMH, Bonding Memories, Cut Above, Exclusive Inks; EZ Invite; Flip Flaps; Let me show you how; Make It from Your Heart; Memory Protectors; My Acrylic; My Legacy; Reflections; and VersaMat, among others. The following are U.S. registered trademarks of CTMH Co.: Cherish; Everyday Life; Picture My Life, Story by Stacy, and Workspace Wonder, among others. The following are trademarks of CTMH Co.: Imagine; Magic; Petite Perks; Pocket Plus; and Rub & Remove, among others.

All trademarks and trade names of third-party products displayed herein are the property of their respective owners, and are not in any way claimed by Close To My Heart or CTMH Co. The following trademarks and trade names belong to third parties: Art Advantage; Bee Paper; Cricut; Cricut EasyPress; Cricut Maker; Fiskars; Glue Dots; Grafix; Ranger; StazOn; Stickles; SureCut; Tombow; TriBlend; Triple Track; Tsukineko; VersaMark.
Help Us Make a Difference

When you purchase the You Make Me Happy stamp set, we donate $7* of the proceeds to Operation Smile™, a non-profit organization that provides surgeries to repair cleft lips and palates for children around the world.

*Donation is $7 USD. Stamp set only available for purchase at full retail price.

New You Make Me Happy (25 stamps)

$18.95 D1920

Recommended blocks: 1” x 1” (Y1000), 1” x 3½” (Y1002), 2” x 2” (Y1003), 2” x 3½” (Y1009)

Follow our blog: makeitfromyourheart.com

Contact Me:

www.closetomyheart.com